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We present a theoretical analysis of electronic structure evolution in the highly-mismatched dilute
carbide group-IV alloy Ge1−xCx. For ordered alloy supercells, we demonstrate that C incorporation
strongly perturbs the conduction band (CB) structure by driving hybridisation of A1-symmetric
linear combinations of Ge states lying close in energy to the CB edge. This leads, in the ultra-
dilute limit, to the alloy CB edge being formed primarily of an A1-symmetric linear combination
of the L-point CB edge states of the Ge host matrix semiconductor. Our calculations describe the
emergence of a “quasi-direct” alloy band gap, which retains a significant admixture of indirect Ge
L-point CB edge character. We then analyse the evolution of the electronic structure of realistic
(large, disordered) Ge1−xCx alloy supercells for C compositions up to x = 2%. We show that
short-range alloy disorder introduces a distribution of localised states at energies below the Ge CB
edge, with these states acquiring minimal direct (Γ) character. Our calculations demonstrate strong
intrinsic inhomogeneous energy broadening of the CB edge Bloch character, driven by hybridisation
between Ge host matrix and C-related localised states. The trends identified by our calculations are
markedly different to those expected based on a recently proposed interpretation of the CB structure
based on the band anti-crossing model. The implications of our findings for device applications are
discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The indirect fundamental band gaps of the group-IV
semiconductors silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) lead to
intrinsically inefficient emission and absorption of light,
rendering these materials unsuitable for applications in
(active) photonic or photovoltaic devices. At present,
the development of Si photonics is limited by a lack of
direct-gap materials which are both suitable for applica-
tions in semiconductor lasers and light-emitting diodes,
and compatible with established complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication and process-
ing infrastructure.1–3 Similarly, direct-gap semiconduc-
tors having a fundamental band gap of ≈ 1 eV and lat-
tice constants commensurate with growth on Ge are re-
quired to facilitate the development of highly efficient
multi-junction solar cells.4–6 To overcome this challenge,
there has been a strong surge of interest in engineering
the band structure of group-IV materials – in particular
Ge, via strain or alloying – to produce semiconductors
possessing a direct fundamental band gap.7,8 To date
these efforts have centred on the application of tensile
strain to Ge,9–12 and on tin- (Sn-) containing Ge1−xSnx
alloys.13–18 Given the opportunities and challenges asso-
ciated with direct-gap group-IV semiconductors, broader
interest in related group-IV alloys containing lead19–23
(Pb) and carbon24–27 (C) has begun to develop.
Initial interest in dilute carbide group-IV alloys orig-
inated over two decades ago, as a means to ameliorate
issues related to the high levels of strain in SixGe1−x/Ge
heterostructures.28–30 Related theoretical analyses have
focused on the impact of C incorporation on the struc-
tural, vibrational and transport properties of ternary di-
lute SiyGe1−x−yCx alloys.31,32 To date, there have been
few theoretical investigations of the implications of dilute
C incorporation on the electronic structure of group-IV
materials. The recent establishment of novel epitaxial
techniques to enable substitutional incorporation of C in
Ge opens up the potential to develop electronic, pho-
tonic and photovoltaic devices based on dilute carbide
Ge1−xCx alloys.24 However, previous investigations of
Ge1−xCx alloys have provided a range of qualitatively
conflicting conclusions, including observations of strong
band gap bowing,33 a linear increase in band gap with in-
creasing C composition x,34 or the emergence of a direct
band gap for a limited range of C compositions.35
Several studies have highlighted the challenges as-
sociated with the growth of high quality substitu-
tional Ge1−xCx alloys: because C-C bonds are stronger
than Ge-C bonds, there is a strong tendency during
growth to form C-related defect clusters.36 Consistent
with this analysis, Park et al.37 showed that it would
be virtually impossible to achieve fully substitutional
growth of Ge1−xCx alloys by conventional molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques. Recently, Stephen-
son et al.38 presented a route to overcome this prob-
lem, using a hybrid gas/solid-source MBE approach with
tetrakis(germyl)methane (4GeMe) as the C source, a
molecule that has one C atom bonded to four Ge atoms.
This enabled growth of high quality Ge1−xCx alloys
having C compositions x ≈ 0.2% C.24 These samples
have been characterised using structural techniques and
photo-modulated reflectance spectroscopy,24 but there
has to date been no reports of optical emission. Given the
limited availability of experimental and theoretical data
for Ge1−xCx alloys, there is little information available
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2in the literature regarding the alloy electronic structure.
Recently, two theoretical analyses based on density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations have provided signifi-
cant new insight into the Ge1−xCx electronic structure.
Stephenson et al.25 used hybrid functional DFT to com-
pute the band structure of ordered GeN−1C1 (x = 1N )
alloy supercells containing N ≤ 128 atoms (x ≥ 0.78%),
and demonstrated that C incorporation strongly perturbs
the conduction band (CB) structure. On the basis of
these calculations the authors of Ref. 25 suggested that
substitutional C acts as an isovalent impurity in Ge, giv-
ing rise to a C-related localised impurity state lying ≈ 0.4
eV above the Ge conduction band (CB) minimum. It was
further suggested that this C-related localised impurity
state undergoes a band anti-crossing (BAC) interaction
with the extended zone-centre Γ7c CB edge states of the
Ge host matrix semiconductor – similar to that in the
III-V dilute nitride alloy GaNxAs1−x39–42 – resulting in
(i) strong reduction of the fundamental band gap, (ii)
the formation of a direct band gap for x & 0.8%, and
(iii) closing of the alloy band gap for x . 1.8%. How-
ever, suggestions regarding the presence and impact of a
BAC interaction involving C-related localised states were
drawn based on qualitative inspection of the calculated
supercell band structures, without quantitative support-
ing analysis.
More recently, Kirwan et al.27 also presented hybrid
functional DFT calculations for ordered Ge1−xCx alloy
supercells. Here, supercell band structure calculations
were supported by quantitative analysis of the charac-
ter of the alloy CB edge states, as encapsulated in the
band gap pressure coefficients. The calculated alloy band
gap pressure coefficient was found to remain, indepen-
dently of C composition x, approximately equal to that
of the indirect (fundamental) L6c-Γ8v band gap of the
Ge host matrix, suggesting limited hybridisation of the
CB edge with Ge Γ7c states. These calculations indicate
the presence of a C-related localised state lying energet-
ically within the band gap of the Ge host matrix, close
in energy to the Ge CB minimum. However, analysis of
the calculated alloy band gap pressure coefficients pro-
duced results inconsistent with the presence of a BAC
interaction in Ge1−xCx, indicating instead that (i) C in-
corporation primarily drives hybridisation between the
Γ7c and X5c CB edge states of Ge, and (ii) the alloy CB
edge retains primarily indirect Ge L6c character.
Given these conflicting reports, further theoretical in-
sight is required to quantify the nature and evolution of
the Ge1−xCx electronic structure, so that the potential
of the alloy for practical applications can be assessed. In
this paper, we calculate the electronic structure of ide-
alised (ordered) GeN−1C1 alloy supercells, and of real-
istic (large, disordered) Ge1728−MCM (x = M1728 ) alloy
supercells containing a statistically random distribution
of M substitutional C atoms. While previous DFT-based
analyses have been limited to ordered supercells contain-
ing ≤ 128 atoms (x ≥ 0.78%), we adopt a semi-empirical
theoretical framework that allows high-throughput cal-
culations to be performed for large supercells containing
& 103 atoms. Using this approach we quantify (i) the im-
pact of C incorporation on the Ge electronic structure in
the ultra-dilute (impurity) limit, (ii) the impact of short-
range alloy disorder (including C clustering) on the elec-
tronic structure, and (iii) the evolution of the electronic
structure with C composition x in large, disordered alloy
supercells.
We explicitly demonstrate the presence of C-induced
hybridisation of Ge host matrix CB edge states in ordered
alloy supercells, and demonstrate that the Ge1−xCx al-
loy CB edge retains primarily indirect (Ge L6c) character.
Explicit analysis of the CB eigenstates in supercells con-
taining up to 2000 atoms provides a broader picture of
the electronic structure evolution. Specifically, we con-
firm that Ge1−xCx admits a “quasi-direct” band gap in
ordered alloy supercells: while the CB minimum appears
at the zone centre of a GeN−1C1 supercell, the associated
eigenstate in selected supercells is formed predominantly
of a linear combination of Ge L6c CB edge states hav-
ing purely s-like orbital character at the C lattice site.
We further demonstrate that the alloy CB edge exhibits
minimal localisation with increasing supercell size, chal-
lenging the suggestion that the introduction of an iso-
lated substitutional C atom in Ge generates a (strongly)
localised impurity state. For disordered alloy supercells
we find that short-range alloy disorder gives rise to a dis-
tribution of C-related localised states – associated with
nearest-neighbour C-C pairs, as well as larger clusters of
substitutional C atoms and various C-Ge-C type neigh-
bour complexes – lying energetically within the Ge band
gap, with these states acquiring minimal direct (Ge Γ7c)
character. Overall, our analysis reveals behaviour that
is markedly different to that expected on the basis of
the BAC model and, in agreement with the conclusions
of Kirwan et al.,27 we demonstrate that C incorporation
does not drive the formation of a direct band gap.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we describe the semi-empirical framework we
have established to calculate the structural and electronic
properties of Ge1−xCx alloys. The results of our calcu-
lations are presented in Sec. III, beginning in Sec. III A
with an analysis of the impact of C incorporation on the
band structure of small ordered Ge1−xCx alloy supercells.
This is followed by a respective analysis of the character –
in Sec. III B – and localisation – in Sec. III C – of the CB
states as a function of x in ordered supercells containing
up to N = 2000 atoms. In Sec. III D we analyse the elec-
tronic structure evolution in large, disordered Ge1−xCx
alloy supercells. In Sec. IV the implications of our results
for device applications are briefly described. Finally, in
Sec. V we summarise and conclude.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Highly-mismatched semiconductor alloys are charac-
terised by constituent elements differing significantly in
3size (covalent radius) and chemical properties (valence or-
bital energies), resulting in (i) significant changes to the
electronic structure of the host matrix semiconductor in
response to incorporation of dilute concentrations of the
alloying element, and (ii) strong sensitivity of the elec-
tronic structure to short-range alloy disorder.40–42 From
a technical perspective, these factors constitute a break-
down of the virtual crystal approximation (VCA), man-
dating direct atomistic calculations in order to capture –
even qualitatively – the evolution of the alloy electronic
structure.
Beginning with an N -atom GeN supercell, the smallest
C composition that can be treated is x = 1N in an ordered
GeN−1C1 alloy supercell. Investigation of the material
properties in the dilute composition (impurity) limit is
therefore limited by the maximum supercell size that can
be treated by the electronic structure method employed,
and the use of ordered supercells to achieve dilute com-
positions precludes the investigation of alloy disorder ef-
fects. First principles methods that accurately describe
the electronic properties of semiconductors are in practice
limited to supercells containing N . 102 atoms, allowing
access to compositions ∼ 1% but providing limited scope
to investigate isolated impurities or to quantify alloy dis-
order effects.
Our theoretical analysis of dilute Ge1−xCx alloys is
therefore based on a semi-empirical framework, which
can be extended to large system sizes to enable quantita-
tive atomistic analysis of the impact of alloy disorder and
related effects in realistic (N & 103, disordered) alloy su-
percells. Firstly, we use a parametrised valence force field
(VFF) potential to perform structural relaxation of alloy
supercells.43 Secondly, the electronic structure of relaxed
alloy supercells is computed using a nearest-neighbour
sp3s∗ tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonian.26 Both the VFF
potential and TB Hamiltonian are parametrised via the
bulk structural, elastic and electronic properties of the
constituent materials – i.e. the elemental and compound
materials formed by nearest-neighbour bonds in a given
alloy supercell – which for Ge1−xCx are the elemental
diamond-structured group-IV semiconductors Ge and C,
and the zinc blende IV-IV compound GeC (zb-GeC).44,45
A. Valence force field potential
We use the modified form46 of the VFF potential in-
troduced by Musgrave and Pople,47 whereby the contri-
bution to the lattice free energy associated with an atom
located at lattice site i is
Vi =
1
2
∑
j
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(1)
where j and k index the nearest-neighbour atoms of atom
i, r
(0)
ij and rij respectively denote the unstrained (equi-
librium) and relaxed bond lengths between atoms i and
j, and θ
(0)
ijk and θijk respectively denote the unstrained
and relaxed angles formed by adjacent nearest neighbour
bonds, between atoms i and j, and between atoms i and
k. The first and second terms in Eq. (1) respectively de-
scribe contributions to the lattice free energy associated
with pure bond stretching and pure bond-angle bending,
while the third and fourth terms are “cross terms” which
respectively describe the impact of changes in rik on rij ,
and the impact of changes in θijk on both rij and rik.
Re-casting Eq. (1) in terms of macroscopic and internal
strains allows the force constants kr, kθ, krr and krθ to be
determined analytically in terms of the elastic constants
C11, C12 and C44, and the Kleinman (internal strain) pa-
rameter ζ for diamond or weakly-polar zinc blende struc-
tured materials.43,48 This provides an exact description
of the static lattice properties in the linear elastic limit,
circumventing the conventional requirement to determine
the VFF force constants via numerical fitting. The un-
strained bond lengths and VFF force constants used in
our calculations are provided in Table I. Full details of the
parametrisation (via hybrid functional DFT calculations)
and benchmarking (vs. hybrid functional DFT alloy su-
percells relaxations) of Eq. (1) for Ge1−xCx and related
group-IV alloys will be presented in Ref. 44. Structural
relaxations – implemented using the General Utility Lat-
tice Program (GULP)49–51 – for Ge1−xCx alloy super-
cells proceed by minimising the lattice free energy com-
puted via Eq. (1), by allowing the supercell lattice vectors
and ionic positions to relax freely.
B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian
Given its use of a localised basis of atomic orbitals,
the TB method is well suited to analyse the impact
of localised impurities on the electronic structure of a
given host matrix semiconductor.52 This is of particu-
lar importance for highly-mismatched alloys – such as
Ge1−xCx – in which the constituent elements have signif-
icant differences in size and chemical properties. We em-
ploy a nearest-neighbour sp3s∗ TB Hamiltonian,53 based
closely on that we have recently established for Ge1−xSnx
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FIG. 1: Band structure of (a) Ge, (b) zb-GeC, and (c) C, calculated via DFT using the HSEsol exchange-correlation functional
(dashed lines), and via a semi-empirical sp3s∗ TB Hamiltonian (solid lines). All calculations omit spin-orbit coupling. For
comparative purposes, the zero of energy has been chosen to lie at the Fermi level (VB edge) in all cases. Note the differences
in scales on the ordinates of (a), (b) and (c).
TABLE I: Equilibrium bond lengths r(0), and force con-
stants kr, kθ, krr and krθ, used to implement structural relax-
ations for Ge1−xCx alloy supercells using the VFF potential
of Eq. (1). Force constants have been computed analytically
based on DFT-calculated structural properties for Ge, C and
zb-GeC.43,44
Parameter Unit Ge C zb-GeC
r(0) A˚ 2.445 1.530 1.969
kr eV A˚
−2 7.0414 26.4077 11.8086
kθ eV A˚
−2 rad−2 0.5104 3.7208 1.0780
krr eV A˚
−2 0.2416 0.9740 1.0557
krθ eV A˚
−2 rad−1 0.3005 1.7832 1.2515
alloys.54 We note however that the TB model employed
here differs from that of Ref. 54 in that we omit spin-
orbit coupling. This is justified on the basis that DFT
calculations have demonstrated that C incorporation in
Ge primarily impacts the band structure close in energy
to the Ge CB edge,24,27 where spin-orbit coupling has
minimal impact. Henceforth, we therefore refer to high-
symmetry eigenstates of Ge using the conventional Oh
(m3¯m) point group notation for the diamond lattice.55
It is well established that the accuracy of the TB fit to
the band structure of a given semiconductor material can
be improved via the inclusion of d-like atomic orbitals, to
obtain a sp3s∗d5 basis set.56 We have chosen to employ
an sp3s∗ rather than sp3s∗d5 basis in our calculations for
two reasons. Firstly, while the sp3s∗d5 basis allows for
more accurate fitting of a given target band dispersion,
this comes at the cost of doubling the size of the Hamil-
tonian for a supercell containing a given number of atoms
compared to that associated with a sp3s∗ basis. For the
large supercell sizes required to simulate the properties
of realistic highly-mismatched alloys, this doubling of the
size of the supercell Hamiltonian represents a significant
increase in the computational cost of numerical diagonal-
isation. Secondly, while the sp3s∗d5 basis enables a more
accurate fit to a range of band-edge effective masses and
higher energy CB states, the sp3s∗ basis is sufficient to
accurately describe the band energies at high-symmetry
points in the Brillouin zone. Since our aim here is to
describe the nature of the alloy band gap, we are inter-
ested primarily in C-induced band hybridisation effects.
The strength with which different eigenstates of a given
semiconductor hybridise in response to a perturbation
generally depends critically on the separation in energy
of a small number of high-symmetry states. For dilute
Ge1−xCx alloys we are interested in identifying the po-
tential presence of an indirect- to direct-gap transition, so
it is crucial that the energy of the L1c (L-point CB mini-
mum) states are described accurately relative to the Γ2′c
(zone-centre CB edge) state. For the purpose of describ-
ing the nature and evolution of the band gap of a large
number of semiconductor alloys the sp3s∗ basis has been
found to be sufficient, representing a small trade-off in
accuracy in order to significantly reduce parametric com-
plexity and computational cost. Indeed, we have previ-
ously demonstrated that a TB Hamiltonian employing an
sp3s∗ basis provides quantitatively accurate insight into
the properties of highly-mismatched III-V semiconduc-
tor alloys containing nitrogen57–59 (N), boron60–62 (B)
or bismuth63–66 (Bi).
The impact of lattice relaxation (local strain) is in-
corporated in the TB Hamiltonian via bond length-
and angle-dependent inter-atomic interaction matrix el-
ements using, respectively, the generalised form of
Harrison’s rule67,68 and the Slater-Koster two-centre
integrals.69 To overcome the failure of this conventional
parametrisation to describe deformation potentials asso-
ciated with tetragonal (biaxial) deformations, we include
5two additional strain-related terms. Firstly, we include
an on-site correction of the p orbital energies, which pro-
vides an accurate description of the Γ-point valence band
(VB) edge axial deformation potential b.70 Secondly, we
include a correction to the Vs∗pσ inter-atomic interac-
tion matrix elements, which accounts for the influence of
d orbital interactions in determining the axial deforma-
tion potential ΞXu associated with the X-point CB edge
states.71 To incorporate these corrections in alloy super-
cell calculations we have cast them in local form, by writ-
ing the infinitesimal strain tensor at each lattice site in
terms of the relaxed nearest-neighbour bond lengths and
angles about that site. For a given relaxed alloy supercell,
the construction of the supercell Hamiltonian – which ac-
counts explicitly for size and chemical differences between
constituent elements – proceeds as described in Ref. 54.
Our TB parameters are obtained by fitting to se-
lected high-symmetry point energies determined via hy-
brid functional (HSEsol) DFT calculations.45 Since C in-
corporation in Ge primarily impacts the band structure
close in energy to the CB edge of the Ge host matrix
semiconductor, our priority in fitting TB parameters for
Ge was to describe the energies of the Γ2′c, L1c and X1c
high-symmetry Γ-, L- and X-point CB edge states.54 For
C and zb-GeC we follow the fitting procedure outlined by
Vogl et al.53 without modification. Full details of the TB
parametrisation for Ge1−xCx and related group-IV alloys
will be presented in Ref. 45. The zero of energy for our
alloy TB Hamiltonian is set at the Ge Γ25′v VB edge. We
assume a natural VB offset of −4.24 eV between C and
Ge, following the first principles calculations of Li et al.72
Based on a linear interpolation of this VB offset with re-
spect to the HSEsol-calculated lattice constants of C and
Ge,44 we estimate a VB offset of −2.12 eV between Ge
and zb-GeC.
The resulting TB fits to the Ge, zb-GeC and C band
structures are shown respectively in Figs. 1(a), 1(b)
and 1(c), where solid (dashed) black lines show the
TB-calculated (reference HSEsol DFT45) band struc-
ture. Note the differences in scales on the ordinates of
Figs. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c). For zb-GeC and C the under-
estimation of the L-point CB edge energies represents a
typical sp3s∗ fit.53 We note however that these discrep-
ancies, which are largest in our TB fit to the band struc-
ture of C, should have minimal impact in alloy supercell
calculations. Since we employ a nearest-neighbour TB
Hamiltonian, parameters for C are only employed in the
construction of the supercell Hamiltonian when C atoms
appear as nearest neighbours. In a randomly disordered
substitutional Ge1−xCx alloy having C composition x,
the probability for small x of two C atoms occupying
nearest-neighbour lattice sites is 2x2 – i.e. a randomly
disordered N -atom Ge1−xCx supercell will contain, on
average, a total of N × 2x2 C-C nearest-neighbour pairs.
Since we are concerned only with dilute C compositions
x . 2%, for the supercells considered in our analysis –
which contain N ≤ 2000 atoms – we expect < 2 C-C
pairs to be present in any given disordered alloy super-
cell. This indeed turns out to be the case for the disor-
dered supercells considered in Sec. III D, in which the C
atoms are substituted at statistically randomly selected
lattice sites. In addition, as we describe in Sec. III A, the
results of our TB supercell calculations for small, ordered
Ge1−xCx supercells are in good quantitative agreement
with hybrid functional DFT calculations,27,73 confirming
the validity of our TB model to investigate Ge1−xCx al-
loys.
III. RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our analysis of
the electronic structure of dilute Ge1−xCx. We begin in
Sec. III A by considering the impact of C incorporation on
the band structure of ordered alloy supercells, and then in
Secs. III B and III C we respectively analyse in detail the
character and localisation of the alloy CB edge states as a
function of C composition x. Next, in Sec. III D we turn
our attention to the evolution of the electronic structure
with x in realistic (large, disordered) alloy supercells.
Since the Ge1−xCx band edge evolves from the L1c
CB minimum states of Ge, and since we are interested in
the potential evolution of a direct band gap in Ge1−xCx
alloys – whereby the alloy CB edge would acquire pre-
dominately Ge Γ2′c character – we restrict our attention
primarily to supercells in which the L-point states of the
underlying diamond structure fold to the supercell zone
centre K = 0 – i.e. n×n×n face-centred cubic (FCC) or
simple cubic (SC) supercells for even values of n. This al-
lows for C-induced hybridisation of the L1c CB minimum
and Γ2′c zone-centre CB edge states of Ge, which can
be expected to be important given the small ≈ 0.15 eV
separation in energy between the fundamental (indirect)
and direct band gaps of Ge. Indeed, we have recently
demonstrated the importance of such effects in determin-
ing the nature of the indirect- to direct-gap transition in
Ge1−xSnx and Ge1−xPbx alloys.23,54,74,75 Our calcula-
tions suggest, in agreement with hybrid functional DFT
calculations,24,27 that C incorporation has minimal im-
pact on the VB structure, so we focus our analysis on the
alloy CB structure.
A. Band structure of ordered Ge1−xCx alloy
supercells
Figure 2(b) shows the calculated CB structure of an
ordered, 128-atom Ge127C1 (x = 0.78%) supercell. For
comparative purposes, the CB structure of the corre-
sponding C-free Ge128 supercell is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The band dispersion is plotted as a function of the su-
percell wave vector K in units of piA , where A is the su-
percell lattice constant, equal respectively to na2 or na
for an n × n × n FCC or SC supercell. The lowest en-
ergy CB states at K = 0 in Ge128 are the folded L1c
CB edge states, with the Γ2′c zone-centre state lying
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FIG. 2: Top row: Calculated CB structure for (a) a Ge128 supercell, and (b) an ordered Ge127C1 (x = 0.78%) supercell. (c)
– (e) respectively show the calculated fractional Ge Γ2′c, L1c(A1) and X1c(A1) character spectra of the Ge127C1 supercell of
(b). Middle row: Calculated CB structure for (f) a Ge64 supercell, and (g) an ordered Ge63C1 (x = 1.56%) supercell. (h) –
(j) respectively show the calculated fractional Ge Γ2′c, L1c(A1) and X1c(A1) character spectra for the Ge63C1 supercell of (g).
Bottom row: Calculated CB structure for (k) a Ge54 supercell, and (l) an ordered Ge53C1 (x = 1.85%) alloy supercell. (m) –
(o) respectively show the calculated fractional Ge Γ2′c,
2
3
Λ1c(A1) and
2
3
∆1c(A1) character spectrum for the Ge53C1 supercell
of (l). The zero of energy of all band structure plots is set at the Ge VB edge. Green, red and blue coloring is used to highlight
the Ge Γ2′c, L1c(A1) (or
2
3
Λ1c(A1)), and X1c(A1) (or
2
3
∆1c(A1)) character of the CB edge state in each alloy supercell.
160 meV higher in energy. For the Ge127C1 supercell we firstly note that C incorporation strongly perturbs
7the CB structure, leading to a large band gap reduction
of 91 meV compared to the fundamental band gap of
Ge (Eg = 0.856 eV, in the absence of spin-orbit cou-
pling). Additionally, we note that the alloy CB mini-
mum lies at K = 0. Indeed, based on qualitative in-
spection of Fig. 2(b) it is tempting to conclude – given
the strong band gap reduction and apparent emergence
of a C-related impurity band lying energetically within
the Ge band gap – that C acts as an isovalent impurity,
driving strong band gap reduction via a BAC interac-
tion, as suggested by Stephenson et al.24,25 However, we
note that the CB edge state is non-degenerate, while the
second lowest energy set of CB states – lying 108 meV
above the CB edge in energy – is threefold degenerate.
This suggests C-induced splitting of the fourfold degener-
ate L1c CB edge states of Ge, and that the alloy CB edge
might be better described in terms of a linear combina-
tion of Ge L1c states, rather than as a C-related localised
impurity state.
To ascertain whether or not this is the case, we have
undertaken a quantitative analysis of the character of the
alloy CB states. Figure 2(c) shows the fractional Ge Γ2′c
character of the Ge127C1 CB states, calculated by pro-
jecting the Γ2′c eigenstate |Γ(0)2′c〉 of the Ge128 host ma-
trix supercell onto the full spectrum {|n(x)〉} of K = 0
Ge127C1 alloy CB eigenstates. Note that we use the su-
perscript “(0)” henceforth to denote unperturbed Ge host
matrix eigenstates. We calculate that the Ge127C1 CB
edge eigenstate – highlighted in Fig. 2(c) via green col-
oring – acquires a small (12.0%) admixture of Ge Γ2′c
character. As a consequence of their symmetry the sec-
ond lowest energy set of CB states acquire no Ge Γ2′c
character, while the third lowest energy state – originat-
ing from the Ge Γ2′c state and lying 296 meV above the
alloy CB edge in energy – retains majority (54.4%) Ge
Γ2′c character. We find that the remainder of the Ge Γ2′c
character is spread over a small number of higher energy
alloy CB states, originating primarily from the foldedX1c
CB edge states of Ge. Our calculations therefore suggest
that the Ge127C1 CB edge acquires only minimal direct
(Ge Γ2′c) character. To confirm this we calculate the
pressure coefficient
dEg
dP associated with the fundamen-
tal band gap. We have demonstrated elsewhere23,54,74
that calculation of band structure as a function of hy-
drostatic pressure can provide useful quantitative insight
into the character of the band edge states, and hence the
nature and evolution of the alloy band gap. The pressure
coefficients associated the indirect L1c-Γ25′v, direct Γ2′c-
Γ25′v and indirect X1c-Γ25′v band gaps of Ge are signif-
icantly different to on another, having respective values
dEg
dP = 13.33, 4.66 and −1.60 meV kbar−1 in the HSEsol
DFT calculations to which we fit our TB parameters.54
Since we are dealing with dilute C compositions, we ex-
pect that an alloy having primarily indirect character will
have a significantly lower pressure coefficient than an al-
loy having direct-gap character. We calculate
dEg
dP = 5.25
meV kbar−1 for the Ge127C1 supercell confirming that,
despite strong perturbation of the CB structure, the al-
loy CB edge retains primarily Ge L1c character. Our
calculated value of
dEg
dP here is in good agreement with
the value of 4.55 meV kbar−1 obtained from the hybrid
functional DFT calculations of Ref. 27.
Direct inspection of the Ge127C1 CB edge eigenstate
reveals purely s-like orbital character (A1 symmetry) at
the C lattice site. Since, in general, alloying drives hy-
bridisation between host matrix states having the same
symmetry, we conclude that C incorporation drives hy-
bridisation primarily between |Γ(0)2′c〉 and a linear com-
bination |L(0)1c (A1)〉 of Ge L1c eigenstates having purely
s-like orbital character at the C lattice site. We confirm
that this is the case by using the K = 0 eigenstates of a
C-free Ge128 supercell to explicitly construct |L(0)1c (A1)〉,
and then calculate the corresponding Ge L1c(A1) charac-
ter of the Ge127C1 CB states – shown in Fig. 2(d) – anal-
ogously to the calculation of the Γ2′c character. Doing
so, we indeed find that the Ge127C1 CB edge eigenstate –
highlighted in Fig. 2(d) via red coloring – is constituted
primarily of |L(0)1c (A1)〉, having 70.3% Ge L1c(A1) char-
acter. Finally, since the calculated Ge Γ2′c and L1c(A1)
character of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) demonstrates the pres-
ence of hybridisation between Γ2′c, L1c(A1) and higher
energy CB states, we investigate the possibility of C-
induced mixing with higher energy Ge host matrix CB
states. In Ge128 the next highest energy CB states above
Γ2′c are the folded X1c CB edge states. As such, we
construct |X(0)1c (A1)〉 – i.e. a linear combination of Ge
X1c states having purely s-like orbital character at the C
lattice site – and calculate the Ge X1c(A1) character of
the Ge127C1 CB states. The results of this analysis are
shown in Fig. 2(e), where we note that the Ge127C1 CB
edge eigenstate – highlighted in Fig. 2(e) via blue coloring
– acquires only 0.8% Ge X1c(A1) character. We there-
fore conclude for the Ge127C1 supercell considered here
(i) that C incorporation drives hybridisation between A1-
symmetric Ge host matrix states lying close in energy to
the CB edge, (ii) that the Ge127C1 CB edge is derived
primarily from a linear combination |L(0)1c (A1)〉 of Ge L1c
CB minimum states, and (iii) that the alloy band gap
retains primarily indirect character.
To investigate these trends as a function of x we have
repeated this analysis for an ordered, 64-atom Ge63C1
(x = 1.56%) supercell, the calculated CB structure of
which is shown in Fig. 2(g). The CB structure of the
corresponding C-free Ge64 supercell is shown in Fig. 2(f).
Again, we note that the lowest energy CB states at K = 0
in Ge64 are the folded L1c CB minimum states. Since
this supercell has SC lattice vectors, the Brillouin zone
boundary along (001) lies at Kz =
pi
A . Again, we note
that C incorporation leads to a strong reduction of the
band gap, by 93 meV compared to the fundamental band
gap of Ge. Despite that the C composition in Ge63C1 is
twice that in Ge127C1, we note that the calculated band
gap reduction in both cases is approximately equal. This
suggests strong composition-dependent bowing of the al-
8loy band gap, the details of which depend precisely on
the band mixing (hybridisation) present in a given alloy
supercell. We note that the ordering, degeneracy and or-
bital character of the Ge63C1 K = 0 eigenstates are as
described above for Ge127C1. Figures 2(h), 2(i) and 2(j)
show, respectively, the Ge Γ2′c, L1c(A1) and X1c(A1)
character of the Ge63C1 K = 0 CB states. Qualita-
tively, we note similar trends as for the Ge127C1 supercell.
Firstly, C incorporation drives hybridisation between the
Γ2′c, L1c and X1c states of the Ge host matrix. Secondly,
the alloy CB edge eigenstate retains primarily (77.9%) in-
direct (Ge L1c(A1)) character, and acquires only a small
admixture (14.4%) of direct (Ge Γ2′c) character. As in
Figs. 2(c) – 2(e), the Γ2′c, L1c(A1) and X1c(A1) character
of the Ge63C1 CB edge eigenstate in Figs. 2(h) – 2(j) is
highlighted using green, red and blue coloring. Thirdly,
C-induced hybridisation between Ge Γ2′c and X1c states
is negligible, with the alloy CB edge state acquiring only
minimal (2.2%) Ge X1c(A1) character.
We have so far considered the impact of C incorpora-
tion on the CB edge states only in the case where the
L-point eigenstates of the corresponding C-free Ge su-
percell fold to K = 0. It is however pertinent to enquire
as to whether the trends identified above – and hence our
conclusion that the Ge1−xCx band gap retains primarily
indirect character – is a consequence of the choice of su-
percells employed in our analysis. Indeed, the mechanism
driving the electronic structure evolution in response to
C incorporation should be present in all alloy supercells,
regardless of the specific choice of supercell. To address
this issue we present also the results of equivalent anal-
ysis for an ordered, 54-atom Ge53C1 (x = 1.85%) super-
cell, the calculated CB structure of which is shown in
Fig. 2(l). The CB structure of the corresponding C-free
Ge54 supercell is shown in Fig. 2(k). For this 3 × 3 × 3
FCC supercell the L points of the Brillouin zone of the
underlying diamond lattice map directly to the L points
of the supercell Brillouin zone. As such, the calculated
CB minimum in Ge54 lies at K = (
pi
A ,
pi
A ,
pi
A ). Comparing
Figs. 2(k) and 2(l) we note that, qualitatively, the im-
pact of C incorporation on the CB edge again appears
to illustrate the emergence of a direct band gap: the
CB minimum relocates from K = ( piA ,
pi
A ,
pi
A ) to K = 0
in response to C incorporation. Figure 2(m) shows the
calculated Ge Γ2′c character of the Ge53C1 K = 0 CB
states. We note that the alloy CB edge again acquires
only minority (22.0%) Ge Γ2′c character. Despite the ex-
plicit choice of a Ge host matrix supercell in which the
CB minimum is not folded to K = 0 (cf. Fig. 2(k)), giving
way to a C-containing alloy supercell CB structure hav-
ing its minimum at K = 0 (cf. Fig. 2(l)), careful analysis
of the corresponding supercell CB edge eigenstate reveals
primarily indirect character.
In this 54-atom supercell hybridisation between the
Ge Γ2′c and L1c states is blocked, since the latter do
not fold back to K = 0. In Ge54 the lowest energy CB
states that fold to K = 0 originate from wave vectors
k = ( 2pi3a ,
2pi
3a ,
2pi
3a ), and equivalent points, located two-
thirds of the way along the Λ direction between the Γ
and L points in the primitive cell Brillouin zone of the
underlying diamond lattice. These states, which we de-
note by | 23Λ(0)1c 〉, lie 33 meV above the Γ2′c zone-centre CB
edge state in Fig. 2(k). The next lowest energy set of Ge
states which fold to K = 0 originate from wave vectors
k = (0, 0, 4pi3a ), and equivalent points, which lie two-thirds
of the way along the ∆ direction. The corresponding
K = 0 states in Ge54, which we denote by | 23∆(0)1c 〉, lie
88 meV above the Γ2′c zone-centre CB edge states. Fig-
ures 2(n) and 2(o) respectively show the corresponding
calculated Ge 23Λ1c(A1) and
2
3∆1c(A1) character of the
Ge53C1 K = 0 CB eigenstates. The Ge Γ2′c,
2
3Λ1c(A1)
and 23∆1c(A1) character of the CB edge eigenstate is
highlighted in Figs. 2(m) – 2(o) using green, red and blue
coloring, respectively. We calculate that the CB edge
eigenstate has majority (70.2%) Ge 23Λ1c(A1) character,
and acquires only minimal (0.8%) Ge 23∆1c(A1) charac-
ter. We note the quantitative similarity to the Ge127C1
and Ge63C1 cases: despite that the L- and X-points do
not fold to K = 0 in Ge54, the Ge53C1 is nonetheless
formed primarily of a linear combination of states origi-
nating from a point along the Λ direction in the primitive
cell Brillouin zone, which possesses purely s-like orbital
character at the C lattice site. Overall, we therefore con-
clude that the CB edge eigenstate in ordered Ge1−xCx
alloys retains primarily indirect character, irrespective of
the specific choice of supercell(s) employed in electronic
structure calculations. As such, we consequently con-
clude that C incorporation does not drive the formation
of a direct band gap in dilute Ge1−xCx. This conclusion
is in direct agreement with the hybrid functional DFT
calculations of Kirwan et al.27
B. Trends vs. C composition: band mixing and the
ultra-dilute (impurity) limit
Having investigated in detail the impact of C incor-
poration in small ordered supercells containing ≤ 128
atoms, we turn our attention now to the evolution of the
alloy CB edge state and band gap as we approach the
ultra-dilute limit of having an isolated substitutional C
atom in a Ge matrix. The results of these calculations
are summarised in Fig. 3, which shows the calculated
variation with x of (a) the band gap reduction ∆Eg (up-
per panel) and band gap pressure coefficient
dEg
dP (lower
panel), and (b) the Ge Γ2′c character (upper panel) and
Ge L1c(A1) (lower panel) character of the K = 0 CB
edge eigenstate. Results are shown for ordered GeN−1C1
supercells containing 16 ≤ N ≤ 2000 atoms: the low-
est (highest) C composition investigated is x = 0.05%
(x = 6.25%) in an ordered 10 × 10 × 10 FCC Ge1999C1
(2× 2× 2 FCC Ge15C1) supercell. Results for n× n× n
supercells having even (odd) values of n are denoted in
Figs. 3(a) – 3(b) by closed (open) circles. We recall that
for odd n supercells the L points of the primitive cell
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FIG. 3: (a) Change in K = 0 band gap ∆Eg (upper panel) and band gap pressure coefficient
dEg
dP
(lower panel) as a function
of C composition x for a series of ordered GeN−1C1 (x = 1N ) alloy supercells containing 16 ≤ N ≤ 2000 atoms. The dashed
grey line in the lower panel denotes the pressure coefficient
dEg
dP
= 4.66 meV kbar−1 of the fundamental (indirect) band gap
of Ge. The closed red squares in the lower panel show the hybrid functional DFT-calculated values of
dEg
dP
from Ref. 27. (b)
Fractional Ge Γ2′c (upper panel) and L1c(A1) (lower panel) character of the alloy CB edge eigenstate for the same ordered
GeN−1C1 supercells as in (a). Closed (open) circles in (a) and (b) correspond to n× n× n FCC or SC supercells having even
(odd) values of n. (c) Radial probability distribution functions (RPDFs) for the CB edge eigenstate in ordered Ge63C1 (solid
red line), Ge511C1 (solid green line) and Ge1727C1 (solid blue line) supercells. In each case the dashed line of the same color
shows the calculated RPDF for the CB edge eigenstate |L(0)1c (A1)〉 of the corresponding GeN host matrix supercell.
Brillouin zone associated with the underlying diamond
lattice do not fold to K = 0, so that C-induced Γ2′c-L1c
hybridisation is blocked.
Examining Fig. 3(a) we note that, in general, C incor-
poration drives a strong reduction of the K = 0 supercell
band gap, with the magnitude of the band gap reduc-
tion ∆Eg growing strongly with increasing x (decreasing
N). The lowest band gap we calculate is Eg = 0.599
eV in a Ge15C1 supercell, which is reduced by 257 meV
compared to the fundamental (indirect) band gap of Ge.
For some large (ultra-dilute) supercells we calculate a su-
percell zone-centre (K = 0) band gap which exceeds the
fundamental L1c-Γ25′v band gap of the Ge host matrix.
We emphasise that this is a result of the L1c states not
folding to K = 0 in these supercells: the lowest energy
CB states in these supercells originate from wave vec-
tors k = ( 2pina ,
2pi
na ,
2pi
na ) located two-n
ths of the way along
the Λ direction in the primitive unit cell Brillouin zone,
and hence lie higher in energy than the L1c CB min-
ima. For sufficiently low x, C-induced hybridisation of
A1-symmetric Ge CB edge states is insufficient to push
the fundamental band gap below that of Ge. Closed red
squares in the bottom panel of Fig. 3(a) show the values
of
dEg
dP calculated via hybrid functional DFT by Kirwan
et al.27 Generally, we find that our TB-calculated pres-
sure coefficients are ≈ 1 meV kbar−1 larger than those
obtained from equivalent hybrid functional DFT calcula-
tions. This indicates a tendency of the TB calculations
to overestimate the Ge Γ2′c character associated with the
Ge1−xCx alloy CB edge, emphasising the robustness of
our conclusions regarding the indirect nature of the al-
loy band gap. Turning our attention to the lower part
of Fig. 3(b), we again note that the precise calculated
value of
dEg
dP depends on the specific details of band hy-
bridisation – as determined by zone folding – in a given
alloy supercell. For all supercells the calculated values
of
dEg
dP remain significantly closer to the value 4.66 meV
kbar−1 associated with the L1c-Γ25′v indirect band gap of
Ge, than to the value 13.33 meV kbar−1 associated with
the direct Γ2′c-Γ25′v band gap. This emphasises that the
Ge1−xCx band gap retains primarily indirect character,
even for C compositions as high as x = 6.25%.
The indirect nature of the Ge1−xCx band gap is further
emphasised by analysing the evolution of the calculated
Ge Γ2′c and L1c(A1) character of the GeN−1C1 CB edge
eigenstates, shown respectively in the upper and lower
panels of Fig. 3(b). Note the absence of open circles in
the lower panel of Fig. 3(b): since the L-point eigen-
states in an odd n supercell do not fold to K = 0, the
Ge L1c eigenstates can not contribute to the K = 0 su-
percell eigenstates. As x decreases (N increases) towards
the ultra-dilute limit, we note that the CB edge Ge Γ2′c
character tends towards zero. Similarly, we note that the
CB edge Ge L1c(A1) character tends to increase with de-
creasing x. While the CB edge Ge Γ2′c character reaches
a value as low as 0.3% in the largest (Ge1999C1) supercell
considered, we note that the corresponding Ge L1c(A1)
character attains a value 93.1% in the same supercell.
This reflects that, for the case of an isolated substitu-
tional C atom, the CB edge state consists primarily of
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a linear combination of Ge L1c states having A1 sym-
metry at the C lattice site, and also possesses a small
admixture of other (non-Γ2′c) A1-symmetric linear com-
binations of Ge states. The largest calculated alloy CB
edge Ge Γ2′c character in an even n supercell is 21.9% in
Ge15C1 (x = 6.25%), suggesting that Ge1−xCx acquires
minimal direct-gap character even as the C composition
is increased beyond the dilute regime. We note higher
Ge Γ2′c character in the 216-atom Ge215C1 (x = 0.46%)
supercell, but recall from Fig. 3(a) that the lowest en-
ergy CB state at K = 0 in this supercell lies above the
Ge L1c CB edge, with the resultant reduced separation
in energy between the folded Ge216 CB edge and the Γ2′c
state driving strong hybridisation in a 216-atom alloy su-
percell.
For small (N ≤ 128) supercells we note that our cal-
culated values of ∆Eg and
dEg
dP are in good quantitative
agreement with the hybrid DFT calculations of Ref. 27.
Our calculated CB structure for an ordered Ge127C1 su-
percell is also in good overall agreement with the calcu-
lations of Kirwan et al.27, as well as those of Stephenson
et al.25. At higher C compositions our calculations dis-
agree qualitatively with the hybrid DFT calculations of
Ref. 25, which suggest that the alloy band gap has closed
even in a Ge53C1 (x = 1.85%) supercell. We note how-
ever that the Ge53C1 supercell band structure presented
in Ref. 25 contains several unusual features, including a
large energy splitting of the VB edge states. This VB
edge splitting, which should vanish in an ordered alloy
supercell, suggests improper supercell relaxation, castng
doubt on the suggestion that the band gap closes in the C
composition range between 1.56% (in Ge63C1) and 1.85%
(in Ge53C1).
C. Evolution of conduction band edge eigenstates
in ordered alloy supercells
Having considered in detail the character of the CB
edge eigenstates, we finally consider the potential for
carrier localisation in response to C incorporation. The
solid red, green and blue lines in Fig. 3(c) respectively
show the calculated cumulative radial probability distri-
bution function (RPDF) associated with the CB edge
eigenstates in Ge63C1 (x = 1.56%), Ge511C1 (x = 0.19%)
and Ge1727C1 (x = 0.06%) – i.e. 2× 2× 2, 4× 4× 4 and
6 × 6 × 6 SC – supercells. Here, the cumulative RPDF
is calculated for a given supercell eigenstate by selecting
the C lattice site as the origin of coordinates and then, at
a given distance from this origin, adding the total proba-
bility density residing on atoms located at that distance
from the C lattice site. For a given supercell eigenstate
the rate at which the cumulative RPDF approaches a
value of unity gives an indication of the degree of local-
isation of the state. As such, for an eigenstate strongly
localised about the C lattice site, we would expect the
calculated cumulative RPDF in Fig. 3(c) to rapidly ap-
proach a value of unity with increasing distance. To fa-
cilitate comparison of RPDFs calculated for eigenstates
of supercells having different size, we plot the RPDF as
a function of distance normalised to the maximum inter-
atomic distance in each supercell – i.e. normalised by the
dimensions of a given supercell. For a highly localised al-
loy CB edge state, we would then expect the cumulative
RPDF to approach unity more rapidly with increasing
supercell size in Fig. 3(c).
To quantify the presence of any localisation generated
by C incorporation, we show also in Fig. 3(c) the cumula-
tive RPDFs associated with the constructed host matrix
CB edge eigenstate |L(0)1c (A1)〉 for the Ge64 (dashed red
line), Ge512 (dashed green line) and Ge1728 (dashed blue
line) supercells. We note that these |L(0)1c (A1)〉 host ma-
trix CB edge states extend through the full supercell:
in a given N -atom GeN supercell the associated cumu-
lative RPDF therefore increases smoothly in magnitude
with increasing distance from the lattice site on which
the eigenstate has been constructed to have purely s-
like orbital character. Considering firstly the cumulative
RPDF associated with the Ge64 CB edge eigenstate, we
calculate that 10% of the probability density associated
with |L(0)1c (A1)〉 resides on the origin and its four nearest-
neighbour lattice sites. Substituting the Ge atom at the
origin by C, this increases to 18% for the corresponding
Ge63C1 (x = 1.56%) supercell. Based solely on analy-
sis of small supercell eigenstates, it then appears that C
incorporation generates appreciable electron localisation
at the CB edge. However, this trend is not borne out
in the larger supercells: in both Ge511C1 and Ge1727C1
we calculate that the associated increase in localisation
compared to the |L1c(A1)〉 host matrix CB edge state is
< 5%.
To quantify the overall change in localisation in re-
sponse to C incorporation, we have also calculated the
inverse participation ratio (IPR) associated with the CB
edge eigenstates in all supercells studied.76,77 The IPR
associated with an eigenstate in an N -atom supercell at-
tains a minimum value of 1N for a fully delocalised eigen-
state having equal probability density at each lattice site,
and a maximum value of 1 for a fully localised eigenstate
for which the probability density resides entirely at a sin-
gle lattice site. The calculated IPR for the GeN−1C1 CB
edge eigenstate tends towards an average value ≈ 2N in
the ultra-dilute limit, a minimal increase from the value
1.62
N calculated for the corresponding |L(0)1c (A1)〉 host ma-
trix eigenstate. Similar analysis for higher energy alloy
CB states reveals qualitatively similar results: incorpo-
ration of an isolated substitutional C atom in Ge does
not lead to any significant electron localisation about the
C atom. (As we will describe in Sec. III D below, this is
no longer the case in the presence of C clustering, which
can result in significant localisation of electrons occupy-
ing states lying energetically within the Ge band gap.)
The strong CB edge localisation observed in calcula-
tions for small ordered GeN−1C1 supercells27 therefore
gives way to a delocalised alloy CB edge in the ultra-
dilute (large N) limit. This is in stark contrast to equiva-
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lent analysis of dilute nitride GaNx(As,P)1−x alloys,78,79
to which Ge1−xCx has recently been compared, where
substitutional N incorporation generates N-related impu-
rity states which are found to be highly localised about
the N lattice site in the ultra-dilute limit. Based on the
calculated high Ge L1c(A1) character of the Ge1−xCx
CB edge eigenstates (cf. Fig. 2(d) and 2(f)), this lack of
strong localisation is not surprising: the alloy CB edge
is formed primarily from a linear combination of a small
number of delocalised Ge eigenstates, and is hence itself
delocalised. As such, we conclude that dilute C incorpo-
ration in Ge does not introduce significant electron local-
isation about substitutional C atoms, which are spaced
widely apart in ordered alloy supercells.
On the basis of our analysis of the electronic structure
of ordered Ge1−xCx alloy supercells we conclude overall
that – despite the large mismatch in size and chemical
properties between Ge and C – from the perspective of
the electronic structure an isolated C atom does not act
as an isovalent impurity when incorporated substitution-
ally in Ge. Our analysis explicitly rules out the interpre-
tation of the Ge1−xCx CB structure in terms of C-related
localised impurity states and the BAC model. Moreover,
our analysis therefore suggests – in agreement with the
conclusions of Kirwan et al.27 – that substitutional C in-
corporation in Ge does not drive the formation of a direct
band gap in dilute Ge1−xCx alloys.
D. Impact of C incorporation on conduction band
edge states in disordered Ge1−xCx alloys
Having quantified the impact of C incorporation on the
electronic structure of ordered Ge1−xCx alloy supercells,
we turn our attention now to more realistic, disordered
alloy supercells. To analyse the electronic structure in the
presence of alloy disorder, two key requirements guide our
choice of supercells. Firstly, we must choose sufficiently
large supercells so that incorporation of dilute C compo-
sitions x ∼ 1% correspond to substitution of multiple C
atoms. This allows for the formation of disordered lo-
cal neighbour environments in the supercell, and hence
allows alloy disorder effects to be explicitly included in
our electronic structure calculations. Secondly, since we
have identified that C incorporation drives hybridisation
between Ge host matrix states lying close in energy to
the CB edge, it is important that we choose supercells
which accurately reflect this band mixing as it occurs
in a real Ge1−xCx alloy. In supercell calculations, more
states fold back to K = 0 close in energy to the CB
edge as the supercell size increases, providing a more ac-
curate representation of C-induced band hybridisation.
Based on the analysis of Sec. III B – showing that the
electronic properties associated with an isolated C impu-
rity have converged for N ≈ 2000 atoms in the supercell –
we therefore use 1728-atom (6× 6× 6 SC) Ge1728−MCM
(x = M1728 ) supercells, and perform calculations for su-
percells containing up to M = 35 substitutional C atoms
(x ≈ 2%). To obtain a reliable description of the evo-
lution of the electronic structure with x, we perform a
high-throughput analysis: at each C composition we con-
struct, relax and calculate the electronic structure of 25
distinct disordered supercells, where Ge atoms are sub-
stituted by C at randomly selected lattice sites. Results
for a given C composition are then obtained via configu-
rational averaging – i.e. by averaging over the results of
calculations for these 25 distinct disordered supercells.
The configurational averaging approach is favourable
here compared to the use of a single, ultra-large super-
cell at each distinct C composition, due to the localised
nature of the alloy CB states in disordered Ge1−xCx al-
loys (described below). In conventional semiconductor
alloys, which display minimal carrier localisation, eigen-
state formation arises from the (generally weak) hybridis-
ation of delocalised eigenstates, therefore requiring ultra-
large supercells to quantitatively describe the resultant
alloy properties by directly encapsulating the associated
length scales.80 Conversely, highly-mismatched alloys are
characterised by effects pertaining to carrier localisa-
tion and short-range alloy disorder, which act on signifi-
cantly reduced length scales.42,81–83 Supercells containing
N ∼ 103 atoms are therefore sufficient to describe the
properties of such materials, with configurational aver-
aging providing an efficient means to explore the impact
of the formation of distinct short-range (near-neighbour)
environments on the electronic structure.64,65,81,84
As in Secs. III A – III C above, our primary concern
is to quantify the evolution of the character of the alloy
CB states with increasing x. To do this, we use the Γ2′c
and folded L1c states |Γ(0)2′c〉 and |L(0)1c 〉 of the Ge1728 host
matrix supercell to calculate the fractional Ge Γ2′c and
L1c character spectra of the Ge1728−MCM K = 0 CB
eigenstates. To average the calculated spectra at fixed
x we sort the calculated Ge Γ2′c and L1c character into
energy intervals of width 5 meV: for each distinct dis-
ordered supercell a given energy interval is populated by
the total Ge Γ2′c or L1c character of alloy CB states lying
in the range of energy spanned by the interval, and the
resulting totals for all 25 supercells are then averaged to
obtain the average Ge Γ2′c or L1c character in that en-
ergy range. The results of this analysis are summarised
in Figs. 4(a) – 4(h), which show the calculated evolu-
tion with x of the averaged fractional Ge Γ2′c (green)
and L1c (orange) character for the disordered 1728-atom
Ge1−xCx supercells described above. The C composi-
tions in Fig. 4 begin at x = 0 for the C-free Ge1728 host
matrix supercell in Fig. 4(a), and increase in steps of
M = 5 C atoms in subsequent panels up to a maximum
C composition x = 2.03% (M = 35) in fig. 4(h). Note
the different scales on the abscissae of Figs. 4(a), 4(b),
and 4(c) – 4(h).
Beginning in Fig 4(a) with the reference Ge1728 super-
cell, the lowest energy K = 0 CB states are the four-
fold degenerate folded L1c states which possess 100% Ge
L1c character, while the next lowest energy CB state is
the Γ2′c state which possesses 100% Ge Γ2′c character.
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FIG. 4: Top row: Evolution of the character of the alloy CB edge states in 1728-atom disordered Ge1−xCx supercells. (a)
Fractional Ge Γ2′c (green) and L1c (orange) character spectra for a C-free Ge1728 (6×6×6 SC) supercell, calculated respectively
by projecting the Ge1728 CB edge eigenstate |m(0)〉 = |Γ(0)2′c〉 or |L(0)1c 〉 onto the full set of supercell zone-centre (K = 0) eigenstates.
(b) – (h) respectively show the fractional Ge Γ2′c and L1c character spectra for a series of disordered, 1728-atom Ge1728−MCM
supercells having M = 5 – 35, in steps of 5 C atoms, corresponding respectively to C compositions x = 0.29%, 0.58%, 0.87%,
1.16%, 1.45%, 1.74% and 2.03%. Note the difference in scales on the abscissae of panels (a), (b), (c) – (d), and (e) – (h). Bottom
row: Calculated energy and IPR of the CB edge eigenstate in the 25 distinct, randomly disordered 1728-atom Ge1728−MCM
supercells for which averaged data are presented in the top row. (i) shows the calculated energies and IPRs of the |Γ(0)2′c〉 and
|L(0)1c (A1)〉 states in C-free Ge1728. (j) – (p) respectively show the alloy CB edge energies and IPRs calculated for supercells
having C compositions x = 0.29%, 0.58%, 0.87%, 1.16%, 1.45%, 1.74% and 2.03%. Note the difference in scales on the abscissae
of panels (i) and (j) – (p).
Next, Fig. 4(b) shows the corresponding spectra calcu-
lated and averaged for Ge1723C5 (x = 0.29%) supercells.
We firstly observe, as in our ordered supercell calcula-
tions (cf. Sec. III A), that C incorporation generates a
downward shift in energy of CB states possessing Ge L1c
character, reflecting the introduction of primarily Ge L1c-
derived states lying energetically within the Ge band gap.
We also observe broadening of the energy range within
which the Ge L1c character resides. This strong ener-
getic broadening of the CB edge Bloch character is a
consequence of C-related alloy disorder. In ordered alloy
supercells containing only a single substitutional C im-
purity, the Born-von Karman boundary conditions gener-
ate an ordered alloy in which the C atoms are arranged
on a regular grid – determined by the supercell lattice
vectors – and the underlying cubic symmetry of the di-
amond lattice is preserved. The calculated Ge character
for ordered supercells then resides only on discrete alloy
states (cf. Fig. 2), with the associated spectral features
having zero width in energy. Substitution of multiple C
atoms at randomly selected lattice sites to form a dis-
ordered alloy supercell results in short-range structural
disorder, breaking the underlying cubic symmetry. This
reduction in symmetry, associated with the presense of
a wide range of C local neighbour environments, leads
in general to the lifting of degeneracies and, in the case
of highly-mismatched alloys such as Ge1−xCx, to strong
dependence of the calculated electronic properties, in-
cluding the CB edge energy, on the precise short-range
disorder present in a given alloy supercell. The Ge Γ2′c
and L1c character is then broadened and spread over a
continuous energy range in a real Ge1−xCx alloy, with the
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degree of energetic broadening reflecting the sensitivity
of the electronic structure to short-range structural dis-
order.
Turning our attention to the averaged Ge Γ2′c charac-
ter in Fig. 4(b), we observe extremely strong energetic
broadening. While the Ge L1c-related feature remains
sharply defined in energy, we find that alloy disorder gives
rise to strong intrinsic inhomogeneous broadening of the
Ge Γ2′c character. At this C composition x = 0.29% we
find that the maximum Ge Γ2′c character residing within
a single 5 meV energy interval is 5.4%. We note that
this is in contrast to the results shown in Figs. 2(c), 2(h)
and 2(m) for small ordered supercells containing a single
C atom, where the Ge Γ2′c character resides on only a
small number of alloy CB levels. Our calculations there-
fore suggest that C-related alloy disorder leads to strong
inhomogeneous energetic broadening of the Ge Γ2′c char-
acter. Similarly to the ordered supercell calculations of
Sec. III A, we find that states lying in the same energy in-
terval generally possess an admixture of both Ge Γ2′c and
L1c character – i.e. they are hybridised states formed of
a linear combination of Ge host matrix states. The Γ2′c
character is found predominantly at higher energies, with
only a limited amount of Γ2′c character mixing into the
lowest energy CB states. By comparison, we find that the
alloy supercell VB edge states (not shown) retain strong
Ge Γ25′v character and display comparatively minor en-
ergetic broadening, reflecting that C incorporation has
minimal impact on the VB structure.
As x is further increased, we note the continuation
of this general trend. Firstly, the feature associated
with the Ge L1c character is both shifted downwards
and increasingly broadened in energy with increasing
x. Secondly, we observe extremely strong inhomoge-
neous broadening of the Ge Γ2′c character, which be-
comes spread over a broad range of energies at and above
the CB edge in a given alloy supercell. Thirdly, we note
that states lying close in energy to the alloy CB edge
acquire minimal Ge Γ2′c character and remain primar-
ily Ge L1c-derived. This describes that the fundamental
alloy band gap remains primarily indirect in character,
similar to that in Ge, but that spectral features associ-
ated with this band gap undergo strong inhomogeneous
broadening due to the presence of alloy disorder. Again,
we note that this behaviour is markedly different to that
expected on the basis of the BAC model, whereby a direct
band gap would be expected to emerge via the transfer
of increasing Ge Γ2′c character to the alloy CB edge with
increasing C composition x. In general, the results of
our disordered alloy analysis support the conclusions of
Kirwan et al.,27 and of our ordered supercell analysis in
Sec. III B above: dilute C incorporation in Ge does not
give rise to a direct band gap. Given the small Γ2′c char-
acter associated with individual Ge1−xCx CB states, we
do not expect strong optical matrix elements and direct-
gap optical recombination between these states and the
VB edge.
Finally, the calculated strong inhomogeneous broaden-
ing of the Ge Γ2′c and L1c character suggests the forma-
tion of a distribution of C-related localised states close
in energy to the CB edge in Ge1−xCx alloys. Given that
an isolated C impurity generates minimal localisation at
the CB edge (cf. Sec. III C), this suggests that C-related
alloy disorder – i.e. the formation of nearest-neighbour
C-C pairs and even near-neighbour C pairs, as well as
larger clusters of neighbouring C atoms – can generate
significant electron localisation. To ascertain the extent
to which this is the case, at each C composition x we
have computed the IPR associated with the lowest en-
ergy CB eigenstate in each of the 25 randomly disordered
Ge1728−MCM supercells for which averaged data are pre-
sented in Figs. 4(a) – 4(h). The calculated energies and
IPRs of these states are shown in Figs. 4(i) – 4(p). Re-
calling that a larger IPR reflects stronger localisation,
we firstly note a general trend in the calculated IPRs for
distinct supercells at fixed x: the IPR associated with
a given eigenstate tends to increase strongly with de-
creasing eigenstate energy. This reflects the emergence of
tightly-bound C-related cluster states lying deep within
the Ge host matrix band gap in energy – related predom-
inantly here to the presence of C atoms in close proximity
to one another – similar to the distribution of N-related
cluster states in dilute nitride GaNx(As,P)1−x.59,84 Sec-
ondly, we note that the localisation of the lowest energy
CB state in Ge1−xCx tends on average to increase with
increasing x, reflecting the formation of more localised
states in response to the closer proximity of substitu-
tional C atoms at higher C compositions. Thirdly, at
fixed x we note the spread in energy of the lowest energy
alloy CB state in distinct randomly disordered supercells,
which tends to increase with increasing x and is & 0.2
eV for the highest C composition considered. This ac-
counts for the strong inhomogeneous broadening of the
CB states observed in Figs. 4(a) – 4(h), and confirms
that the strong sensitivity of the electronic structure to
short-range alloy disorder is a consequence of electron lo-
calisation about clusters of substitutional C atoms. As
an extreme example of this localisation we note that the
CB edge eigenstate in one of the Ge1703C25 (x = 1.45%)
supercells considered has both a markedly low energy
of 0.341 eV and a high IPR of 137N (visible in the bot-
tom right-hand corner of Fig. 4(n)). Further inspection
reveals that this highly localised CB edge eigenstate is
associated with the presence of a C-Ge-C-Ge-C nearest-
neighbour chain in the supercell, about which the calcu-
lated eigenstate is strongly localised (with its probability
density distributed over only
(
137
N
)−1 ≈ 13 atoms in to-
tal).
IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVICE
APPLICATIONS
Previous analysis has suggested the emergence of a di-
rect band gap in dilute Ge1−xCx alloys, and that the re-
sulting alloy band structure should produce performance
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in Ge1−xCx-based semiconductor lasers and modulators
which is comparable to that in conventional direct-gap
III-V semiconductor materials.24 Conversely, the results
of our detailed analysis of electronic structure evolution
in Ge1−xCx alloys have negative implications from the
perspective of potential device applications.
Firstly, our calculations for ordered alloy supercells
suggest that the large differences in size and electronega-
tivity between C and Ge drive hybridisation between Ge
host matrix states lying close in energy to the CB edge.
While this C-induced band mixing results in the trans-
fer of some direct (Ge Γ2′c) character to the alloy CB
edge, this direct-gap character in general remains mini-
mal. Indeed, we confirmed that dilute Ge1−xCx admits a
“quasi-direct” band gap: while supercell electronic struc-
ture calculations show the CB minimum to lie at K = 0,
the alloy CB edge, and hence band gap, retains primarily
indirect character.
Secondly, our analysis of large disordered alloy super-
cells also demonstrates strong sensitivity of the Ge1−xCx
electronic properties to the presence of short-range al-
loy disorder, behaviour typical of a highly-mismatched
semiconductor alloy. In the presence of alloy disorder
our calculations describe a breakdown of the CB edge
Bloch character, leading to a broad distribution of C-
related localised states lying below the Ge CB edge in
energy. Individually, these states possess only minimal
direct (Ge Γ2′c) character, and so will not support appre-
ciable direct-gap optical recombination. Further analysis
would be required to estimate the magnitude of the op-
tical recombination rate associated with these localised
states in a realistic, disordered Ge1−xCx alloy. Such anal-
ysis is beyond the scope of this work, but, based on our
calculated Γ2′c character spectra (cf. Fig. 4), we would
expect a considerably lower radiative recombination rate
in dilute Ge1−xCx than in a conventional direct-gap semi-
conductor.
From the perspective of carrier transport, experimen-
tal measurements for closely-related dilute Si1−xCx al-
loys show significant degradation in electron mobility in
response to C incorporation. Theoretical analysis by
Vaughan et al. has demonstrated that the electron mobil-
ity in dilute Si1−xCx is limited not only by C-related alloy
scattering, but also by electrically active crystalline de-
fects. Based on our electronic structure analysis here, we
similarly expect a strong C-induced reduction of the elec-
tron mobility in dilute Ge1−xCx alloys. The identifica-
tion in our disordered supercell calculations of strong in-
homogeneous energetic broadening of the CB edge Bloch
character reflects the presence of a distribution of lo-
calised states and indicates a breakdown of strict k-
selection. On this basis, we expect many scattering path-
ways to become available for electrons in the Ge1−xCx
CB, so that the electron mobility in the alloy is both
strongly and intrinsically limited.
We emphasise that the conclusions drawn above are
based solely on the results of our analysis of the electronic
structure of idealised Ge1−xCx alloys – i.e. purely substi-
tutional, defect-free alloys. The presence of defects – e.g.
in the form of C interstitials due to non-substitutional
incorporation – will likely exacerbate limitations on the
optical and transport properties. Overall, while dilute
Ge1−xCx alloys are of interest from a fundamental per-
spective due to their unusual electronic properties, we
conclude that they are likely to be of limited value for
applications in CMOS-compatible optoelectronic devices.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented a theoretical analy-
sis of electronic structure evolution in the group-IV di-
lute carbide alloy Ge1−xCx. Our calculations were based
on a computationally efficient and highly-scalable semi-
empirical atomistic framework, consisting of (i) struc-
tural relaxation using a VFF potential, and (ii) elec-
tronic structure calculations using a sp3s∗ TB Hamilto-
nian. Both the VFF potential and TB Hamiltonian were
parametrised based on hybrid functional DFT calcula-
tions of the structural, elastic and electronic properties
of the constituent diamond-structured elemental semi-
conductors Ge and C, as well as the IV-IV compound
semiconductor zb-GeC. The validity of this framework
has been established by comparison to the results of hy-
brid functional DFT calculations for small alloy super-
cells containing up to 128 atoms, where good qualitative
and quantitative agreement is found for the nature and
evolution of the alloy band gap. Using this framework we
investigated the evolution with C composition x of the
electronic structure of idealised (ordered) and realistic
(disordered) Ge1−xCx alloys.
Recently, it has been suggested that C incorporation
in Ge drives the evolution of a direct band gap via the
formation of C-related localised impurity states, with
these C-related states undergoing a BAC interaction with
the extended Γ7c zone centre CB edge states of the Ge
host matrix semiconductor. Contrary to this suggestion,
our calculations for ordered Ge1−xCx alloys revealed the
presence of weak C-induced mixing of Ge Γ7c character
into the alloy CB edge state. As such, rather than be-
ing formed via a BAC interaction of an admixture of a
C-related localised impurity state, we showed that the
CB edge in ordered Ge1−xCx alloy supercells is predom-
inantly formed of an A1-symmetric (s-like) linear combi-
nation of the extended L6c CB edge states of Ge. Con-
sequently, we demonstrated that the lowest energy CB
state in ordered Ge1−xCx supercells displays minimal lo-
calisation about C lattice sites as the ultra-dilute limit is
approached.
For large, disordered Ge1−xCx alloy supercells we cal-
culated the evolution of the electronic structure up to
x = 2%. Generally, we found that the lowest energy
Ge1−xCx alloy CB states acquire only a minimal ad-
mixture of Ge Γ7c (direct-gap) character, while retaining
predominantly Ge L6c (indirect-gap) character. With in-
creasing x our calculations revealed that C-related alloy
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disorder leads to strong inhomogeneous energetic broad-
ening of the Bloch character associated with the CB edge
states, due to the formation of a distribution of localised
states, associated with C clustering and lying energeti-
cally within the Ge band gap. The formation of a dis-
tribution of localised states within the Ge band gap in-
dicates that dilute Ge1−xCx alloys are likely to possess
intrinsically poor optical and transport properties. On
average, we calculated that the direct (Ge Γ7c) charac-
ter becomes distributed across a multiplicity of higher
energy alloy CB states with increasing C composition x,
behaviour which is markedly different to that expected
based on the BAC model.
In conclusion, rather than acquiring a direct band gap
via a BAC interaction, our analysis demonstrates that
the Ge1−xCx CB edge attains minimal direct character.
The C-induced band mixing identified by our calcula-
tions instead leads to the formation of a “quasi-direct”
hybridised alloy band gap in the dilute C limit, which re-
tains predominantly indirect (Ge L6c) character, with a
distribution of C localised states emerging within the Ge
band gap in the presence of short-range alloy disorder.
These general conclusions are in qualitative and quanti-
tative agreement with those of recent analysis based on
hybrid functional DFT calculations.27 We therefore con-
clude that C incorporation in Ge does not give rise to
a direct-gap semiconductor alloy, limiting the potential
of this material system for applications in optoelectronic
devices.
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